
Intelligently Developed Evidentially Sound

FAST ACCURATE AND SECURE 
REGISTRATION OF PERSONAL 
PROPERTY
The Radio Tactics enhanced HERMES platform provides a 
complete end to end solution for the wider Police Community 
to drive the mass registration of property onto the National 
Mobile Property Register (NMPR) via the publicly accessible 
IMMOBILISE portal.

Used as part of an anti-crime initiative, HERMES is proven to 
act as a clear deterrent to curb opportunistic theft. Registered 
property is less desirable and valuable to criminals.

THE PROPERTY REGISTRATION  
AND PROTECTION SOLUTION

BENEFITS

  Complete system solution for reducing property crime– ‘A 
Campaign-in-a-Box’

  Customised public awareness publicity materials to stimulate 
interest and drive property registration 

  Choice of hardware platforms that can be combined to cover 
the full range of operational usage

   Comprehensive Service and Support package designed to 
maintain operational capability 

  Raises public awareness of local police and community 
efforts to tackle property crime hotspots



National Mobile Property 
Register (NMPR)

Public Domain

Wider Police Domain

HERMES PROPERTY PROTECTION SYSTEM  
INTELLIGENTLY DEvELOPED FOR CRIME PREvENTION

The vast majority of people now own a variety of technological 
devices and more expensive property than ever before, as a 
consequence many communities are now relentlessly targeted 
by thieves.
  Fast, accurate and secure registration of personal property onto 
Immobilise

  Now with single click logon to the NMPR

Expand police initiatives to fight and tackle volume crime
 Actively promoting the registration of personal property
  Registered property is far less desirable, reducing the value of 
stolen goods

Easily register large volumes of information on the Immobilise 
database
 Simple menu driven data entry screens
 Registration of multiple items in a single upload

Enable officers to instantly identify stolen property and SAvE 
officer and control room staff time
 Lightweight, rugged, battery powered portable units
  Receive results in seconds to confirm if property has been lost 
or stolen

 Information on blocked mobile phones

Immediate proven grounds for arrest
  Quickly scan large quantities of goods in the possession of a 
suspect

  Find sufficient grounds to hold in custody as further evidence is 
gathered

PROMOTE,  
INFORM, 
DETER.
The ‘Get It Logged’ 
campaign material covers 
promotion, information 

and deterrence – each playing a vital part in educating 
communities and deterring theft. Customers can choose 
from a variety of collateral to build a mix of resources 
that are most appropriate for the planned initiatives. The 
collateral choice ranges from vertical banners, suitable for 
public awareness campaigns within shopping centres, to 
drinks coasters, for campaigns run within Universities.

“The overall success was measured by a 
near 80% reduction in offences of dwelling 
burglary in areas targeted, which wasn’t 
displaced to a neighbouring area. This 
reduction is still continuing over eighteen 
months later”.
DS Karl Rowland, Devon & Cornwall Police
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